Posterior lumbar interbody fusion (PLIF) implants are increasingly being used for 360° fusion after decompression of lumbar spinal stenosis combined with degenerative instability. Both titanium and PEEK (PolyEtherEtherKetone) implants are commonly used. Assessing the clinical and radiological results as well as typical complications, such as migration of the cages, is important. In addition, questions such as which radiological parameters can be used to assess successful fusion, and whether the exclusive use of local bone graft is sufficient, are frequently debated.

We prospectively evaluated 30 patients after PLIF instrumentation for degenerative lumbar spinal canal stenosis, over a course of 42 months. In all cases, titanium cages and local bone graft were used for spondylodesis. The follow-up protocol of these 30 cases included standardised clinical and radiological evaluation at 3, 6, 12 and 42 months after surgery. Overall satisfactory results were achieved. With one exception, a stable result was achieved with restoration of the intervertebral space in the anterior column. After 42 months of follow-up in most cases, a radiologically visible loss of disc space height can be demonstrated. Clinically relevant migration of the cage in the dorsal direction was detected in one case. Based on our experience, posterior lumbar interbody fusion (PLIF) can be recommended for the treatment of monosegmental and bisegmental spinal stenosis, with or without segmental instability. Postoperative evaluation is mainly based on clinical parameters since the titanium implant affects the diagnostic value of imaging studies and is responsible for artefacts. The results observed in our group of patients suggest that local autologous bone graft procured from the posterior elements after decompression is an adequate material for bone grafting in this procedure.
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INTRODUCTION

Fusion operations in the lumbar spine have become well established over the last two decades. One of the most important indications is monosegmental degenerative discopathy with instability and spinal canal stenosis (1, 2, 3). Posterior lumbar interbody fusion (PLIF) can find an indication whenever a targeted decompression has weakened the dorsal osseous structures of the lumbar spine. Advantages are the purely dorsal approach, and the possibility of also reaching and stabilising the anterior spinal column, while avoiding the risks inherent to an anterior approach (1, 2, 3, 4).

In our study two contact fusion cages (Synthes®) were used for anterior column fusion, with the purpose to ensure anterior stability and to restore the height of the intervertebral space. Under axial compression, bony fusion can be expected to occur. After complete removal of the degenerated disk through the dorsal approach, the cages themselves as well as the ventral area and the space left between the cages are filled with cancellous bone, which is then in contact with the adjacent vertebral end plates. In addition, a posterior spondylodesis with the Universal Spine System I (USS I / Synthes®) and also posterolateral cancellous bone graft procured from the posterior elements after decompression is carried out. This technique of 360° fusion is meant to achieve primary stability and prevent segmental movement until bony fusion.

Among various cage designs, two have now been used extensively: one is the titanium implant used in this study; the other is the so-called PEEK implant (PolyEtherEtherKetone) (20).

PATIENTS AND METHODS

Thirty patients were treated with the PLIF technique through a dorsal approach at the Orthopaedic Department of the University of Munich Medical Center between May 1997 and May 2000. All 30 patients were examined clinically and radiologically in a thorough prospective follow-up after 3, 6, 12 and 42 months. This group consisted of 17 men and 13 women. The average age of the patients was 59 years (range, 33-76 years).

In 16 of the cases, the indication for PLIF was based on evidence of combined spinal stenosis and degenerative discopathy, with radiologically documented instability. Instability was defined as spondylolisthesis of more than two millimeters demonstrated in extension/flexion films. Fourteen additional cases showed only degenerative discopathy and spinal stenosis. Fourteen of the 30 patients also had foraminal narrowing with spinal root entrapment in addition to the spinal stenosis, which required targeted foraminotomy.

Posterior lumbar interbody fusion was used in 21 cases in the L4/L5 segment, in 9 cases in the L5/S1 segment.

The VAS Back and Leg Pain Score, the Oswestry Disability Score, and the SF 36 – Questionnaire were used for documentation and evaluation of subjective and functional results. Score sheets were completed by all patients in cooperation with a physician preoperatively, as well as postoperatively at 3, 6, 12 and 42 months.

A special evaluation of the walking distance was included to document the functional results.

Complications were recorded in detail and are discussed below.

The radiological evaluation by an independent radiologist included the calculation of the preoperative and postoperative intervertebral space height. Standardized radiographs in two planes (AP and lateral) were used for measurement. If there was any question about the stability of the instrumentation or suspicion of pseudarthrosis, additional flexion – extension films and a high-resolution CT - scan were performed (15). The disc heights in the anterior and posterior part of the disc were measured in the lateral film and the two measurements were added for calculation. The height of the adjacent vertebrae was calculated in the same manner. The ratio of the added values calculated for disc height and vertebral height in percent allowed for objective documentation of postoperative changes in intervertebral space height, and also to determine whether restoration of the intervertebral space was achieved or whether loss of height had occurred in spite of the implant (fig 1).

SURGICAL TECHNIQUE

Cage implantation was carried out in all cases according to a standardised operative procedure (1-5, 10, 12). After removal of the disc, the endplates of the vertebrae were denuded, without weakening the subchondral bone plates. The cage size was adapted to the standardized technique of contact fusion cages. The opposite side was distracted with the test cage of the same size.
The extent of dorsal decompression was adapted to the clinical and anatomic necessities, but its extent varied little (fig 2). USS I (Synthes®) titanium pedicle screws were placed before decompression, to ensure their correct positioning. In all cases, local autogenous bone graft, preserved from segmental decompression, was used to perform the bony fusion (4, 17). The bone procured from the decompression was cleared of any soft tissue. Within the scope of the PLIF operation, cancellous bone from decompression was placed ventrally and between the cages after total discectomy. The dorsolateral spondylodesis was carried out using two rods in accordance with standard operative guidelines. After preparation of the remaining lamina parts and the transverse processes, autogenous corticocancellous bone graft was placed dorsolaterally.

RESULTS

Assessment of the results was based on an evaluation made 3, 6, 12 and 42 months after surgery. Average and median values were calculated for the evaluation. There were no major differences between the individual results, which showed a normal distribution. Considering the small number of cases (n = 30), median values were listed, as they are less prone to distortions. The preoperative and 42-month values of the VAS (Visual Analogue Scale) Pain Score for the 30 patients showed a clear reduction in subjective pain perception. With regards to the VAS pain score, it should be pointed out that the score for leg pain fell from 62% preoperatively to 10%, 42 months after fusion and decompression. The back pain VAS score had a preoperative value of 80%, versus 30% after one year, and 45% after 3.5 years (fig 3).

The median value of the Oswestry Disability Score for the whole study group was 58% preoperatively, 26% after one year, and 30% after 42 months (fig 4).

In the SF 36 Score, the preoperative percentage values for the individual parameters - Physical / Social / Role (physical) / Role (emotional) / Mental / Energy / Pain / Health perception – ranged between a minimum of 11% and a maximum of 56%. After one year, the values ranged between 40.6% and 65.3%. In the 42-month follow-up, the results were between 47.3% and 70% (fig 5).

The walking distance was estimated from the above scores and direct questioning as an important additional criterion. After 42 months, 75% of the patients reported an improvement in walking distance of up to 500 meters. Fifty five percent of the patients reported an improvement in their walking distance of more than 1 kilometer.

The radiological restoration of the intervertebral space height was used as an criterion for a successful PLIF instrumentation. The relative values of disc space height immediately after operation and 3, 6, 12 and 42 months postoperatively are presented in figure 6 in an overview.

The intervertebral space height presented as a ratio as described above remained at 35% after the

---

### Table: Calculation of Disc Space Height

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Height of Intervertebral Disc Space</th>
<th>Height of Vertebra</th>
<th>× 100%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

*Fig. 1.* — Formula used to calculate the ratio (%) of the disc height and vertebra height.

*Fig. 2.* — Intraoperative view after decompression.
Fig. 3. — Results of VAS leg pain and back pain score (n = 30)
A = preop back pain; B = preop leg pain; C = postop back pain; D = postop leg pain; E = back pain 42 month; F = leg pain 42 month.

Fig. 4. — Results and progress of Oswestry Disability Score (ODS) (n = 30).
A = ODS preop; B = ODS postop; C = ODS 42 month.

Fig. 5. — Results of SF 36 Score (n = 30)
With regard to complications, the following specific problems were encountered: In one case, we observed pseudarthrosis formation, with screw breakage and dorsal migration of a cage, despite a seemingly solid ventral fusion with seemingly calcified bone formation in the intervertebral space as determined in plain films at the one-year follow-up (fig 7).

We subsequently revised this patient by means of a posterior-anterior procedure, which made it possible to examine histologically the retrieved tissue material (fig 8).

Histological examination of the material showed very slight appositional bone growth with primarily necrotic fibrous connective tissue, both in the tissue collected from the titanium cages and between them, on the ventral side, and on the lateral side of the cages (fig 9).

Radiologically, one patient demonstrated signs of loosening of the dorsal instrumentation. As he has remained symptom free until now, no re-operation has been planned as yet. Another patient with a misplaced screw is also asymptomatic. Still another patient showed signs of proximal adjacent segment instability following L4/5 instrumentation. He developed increasing complaints, but has not yet decided on an additional operation. One patient described unchanged persistent nerve root complaints in spite of targeted foraminotomy. Four patients reported sacroiliac joint pain at the 42-month follow-up. These complaints were listed under “back pain”.

General complications were one case of pulmonary embolism and one case of transient pleural effusion, but with an uneventful recovery.
DISCUSSION

The most notable finding in this study was that leg pain was improved in all cases after targeted decompression. The back pain with all of its components, such as sacroiliac pain or complaints from the adjacent segment deteriorated however, after an initial improvement. From a preoperative pain score of 80% on VAS, the patients improved at the one-year follow-up to an estimated 30%. At 42 months, back pain had again increased to 45%. Thus, there was only a moderate improvement in back pain over the entire period of observation.

Both scores improved postoperatively, and the results of the Oswestry Disability Score and the SF-36 Score do not differ significantly. The tendency however reflects a clear overall subjective improvement. These results are in agreement with comparable studies (3, 5).

The use of autogenous bone preserved from spinal decompression achieved a satisfying number of stable fusions with a 5% failure rate (11, 16). The fusion rates reported in the literature range from 65% to 95% (6, 7, 8, 9, 13). The intervertebral space height, calculated as described above, shows a systematic initial restoration despite the limited bearing surface of the cages. From a pre-operative value of 25%, it increased to 39% immediately after operation, and remained stable at 35% until the 42nd month. An average postoperative loss of height of 4% can be calculated (range 6%-3%). In one case, cage migration in the dorsal direction was detected. Brantigan (2) desribed a comparable loss of height, which was on average 4 mm.

Most authors report early complications (6, 18, 19). The only revision necessary in this group, fused with local bone graft, took place after an evolution over 22 months. This would correspond to a 5% pseudarthrosis rate.

It must therefore be stated that the evaluation of the bony fusion is critical. McAfee, Boden and others discuss this problem in a similar manner (15). The decision whether the vertebrae fused or not can ultimately only depend on the clinical evolution and on an unchanged implant position, because of the well known artefacts in the radiographs and CT-films.

SUMMARY

Posterior lumbar interbody fusion (PLIF) can be recommended in our opinion for monosegmental spinal stenosis, with or without segmental instability, provided that it can be corrected to Meyerding Degree I or better. In some situations, other diagnoses can also lend themselves to the PLIF technique, such as in patients who have already been operated upon through an anterior approach. Overall, however, we recommend that the use of this technique should be limited to the above-mentioned patient group. The inevitable weakening of the dorsal structures and the resulting iatrogenic reduction in stability of the spine is only justified when decompression is simultaneously carried out for spinal stenosis. Local bone graft is sufficient to achieve a reliable fusion rate. The outcome of the PLIF procedure is at least comparable to that of combined ventral and dorsal procedures (14).

Overall, the results can be considered positive with regards to the subjective parameters. The postoperative evaluation of stable fusion with an indwelling titanium implant is mainly based on the clinical situation of the patient. It remains difficult.
to establish whether fusion took place or not, based on radiological studies. Consequently, the correlation of persisting back pain with success or failure to achieve fusion, based on radiological imaging, must be discussed carefully.
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